Battle of the buzzwords

- **GRID**
  - Highly Distributed
  - Numeric
  - Algorithmic
  - Scientific Computing
  - Seti@home

- **Semantic Web**
  - Highly Distributed
  - Symbolic
  - Heuristic
  - Extension of the web
  - Semantic Search
Diverging Visions

Grid

Semantic Web
Diverging Visions
Bring the visions together?

• But, put the grid to work for ME:
  – The scale of what could be done is awesome
    • e.g. Personal collaborative filtering (millions of people x thousands of items)
    • e.g. Personal reasoning engines across the semantics on billions of pages
    • e.g. MyCYC - my own commonsense view of the world
    • e.g. “Friend of a friend” web of trust